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Riley display at the 2019 national rally 

Pictured in the foreground is Phil Evans with his Riley 9 



Editorial 

Torquetube investigative  reporters have  dis-

covered most of the names  and vehicles at-

tending the National Rally from Queensland.  

Rob and Beth Carter will take their RMC, Paul 

and Lindsay Creighton will take their RMB, 

Greg and Yvonne May will take their RMB spe-

cial, Matthew French may take his RMA or Fal-

con, Chris Reynolds and Sue will attend in a 

modern and Phil and Doreen Wyllie-Wheeler 

will take Edward, a Riley 9. 

It will be interesting to discover what prepara-

tions other rally attenders have completed and 

what spares they will be taking. For the post 

war Rileys a half shaft, head gasket, plugs and 

points might be a start. We will take a spare 

magneto coil, set of plugs and condenser. We 

will also correct some of the mistakes made in 

the initial assembly of Edward such as the po-

sitioning of the side lights. Some of the ripples 

have also been taken out of his panels. 

In this issue of Torquetube there is an article 

about shortening an RM  radiator grill to suit an 

RMC. There is also an article about Riley val-

ues. I wonder whether there will be any letter to 

the editor about it?   

Below: Edward getting ready for the Broken 

Hill national rally 

The Editor appreciates receiving articles by the 21st of the month 
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April events: Club outing to Phil Wyllie’s garage 

Seventeen humans including Greg May, Mat-

thew French, Wayne Powrie, Ian and Wilma 

Henderson, Mark Baldock, Stewart Paton, Carl 

and Louise Harries, Brian Jackson, Bill White, 

John Hansford, Doug Robinson, Andrew and 

Jasper Deitrich, Chris Reynolds and Philip and 

Doreen as well as 5 RMBs, 1 RMB special, 2 

Dropheads, 1 RMA Special and 1 RMA, 2 Riley 

9s, 1 12/4 Falcon, 1 SV and Dorothy the dog 

attended the garage run at the Treehaven re-

tirement home. Ken Lonie and Marshall 

Holmes offered their apologies as they were 

attending to other important tasks at home. 

At around 10.30 AM early comers enjoyed a 
cup of tea and hot cross buns on the veranda 
and over the next hour Riley members from 
near and far arrived to participate. Greg May 
travelled the greatest distance in his RMB Spe-
cial. At around 11.30 AM the group  wandered 
down to the garage and viewed a 12 HP  SV 
without its body.  

Above: The SV with disassembled engine 

It is likely that it was manufactured in 1924. In-
terestingly, the SV was developed prior to the 

First Word War and the first models were sold 
in 1911. Production was recontinued in 1919. 
The engine was disassembled for the event  
and members examined the crank case with 
the crank and cam shafts in situ, the detacha-
ble cylinder block with its valves in situ and the 
head. Other points of interest were the gearbox 
that was separated from the engine by a short 
propeller shaft. It has three forward gears. A 
brake drum had also been removed and of in-
terest was that there was a separate hand-
brake shoe from the foot braking shoes. It is 
intended that a tourer body will be built on the 
chassis. A large number of these body parts 
(albeit in sad condition) came with the chassis. 

The second vehicle examined was a 1927 Ri-
ley 9 Mk 3 that is currently being restored. As 
yet there are no body parts for this Riley. How-
ever, complete on the floor was the chassis 
with the gearbox fitted onto the torque tube and 
the differential with wheels and steering gear.  

The engine was on a bench nearby and is yet 
to be assembled as it is waiting for the cam-
shafts to be ground. The group gathered 
around the engine that had been re-sleeved 
and fitted with an Arrow crankshaft.  



On the floor was an example of an original 

crankshaft which the machinist rejected as it 

had previously been broken in half and re-

welded. It is understood that this repaired 

crank had been fitted into an engine and had 

been in  use. The oil galleries were noted, and 

an article about fitting an oil filter written by 

Paul Baee was considered . At least one 

member of the group wondered whether this 

made the Riley 9  a Morris Hybrid.  Overhead 

valve Morris Minor oil filter bodies may be ob-

tained through parts@morrisminor.org.uk as well 

as spin on aftermarket  filters. It was also noted 

that the head has valve inserts fitted.  

Above: The Falcon’s fuel system, instru-

ments, and timber frame have been re-

stored. Next will be the paint. It is light blue. 

The other vehicle examined was the 12/4 Fal-
con manufactured in 1936. 12/4s were de-
signed in 1934 and put into production in 1935. 
Matthew commented on the cost of the all-steel 
Briggs bodies that contributed to the company’s 
downfall. The one examined has a timber 
frame with an aluminium skin. It has a  Zenith 
carburettor, but this will be replaced by twin  
SU’s. The standard series engine was 46 bhp. 
The engine was fitted with a 4 speed (Wilson) 
pre-selector gearbox that transmitted power 
through an enclosed propeller shaft. It has 
knock on wheels and came with 16-inch rims. It 
has Girling mechanically operated brakes with 
13-inch brake drums. The Falcon has a higher 
roof for taller men.  

After looking at these Rileys, some timber 
frames were looked at in another workshop and 
the group reconvened on the veranda for lunch. 

 Doreen had prepared gourmet sausages, 
baked potatoes, cooked onion, salads and 
bread. Many members enjoyed lunch on the 
veranda as it was a warm sunny day.  

Above: Carl and Loise Harries’ RMA Special 

As you may have expected conversation cen-
tred on Riley restorations and the national rally. 
Wilma Henderson also enjoyed a spin down to 
the show grounds in Edward, the Riley 9 road-
ster. The Riley outing was enjoyed by all. 

Below: John  Hansford and Andrew and 
Jasper Dietrich contemplating  the idea of a 
timber frame for their RMA  restoration 
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Shortening an RM radiator grill to suit an RMC 

Rather than making a press to form an RMC 

radiator grill the manufacturers decided to cut 

an inch and five eighths out of an RMB grill to 

make a shorter grill to create that sportier ap-

pearance  of the post-war roadster. So, when 

JYM came to the garage at the Treehaven re-

tirement home, he had a grill that appeared to 

have been cut down and brazed together at 

the right length. Unfortunately brazing occurs 

at about the same temperature as brass melts. 

The result was a mass of excess metal, holes 

where you don’t want them and, it could only 

be assumed, a frustrated custodian.  

Below: Backside of the brazed grill. Not 

pretty but very instructive 

There were plenty of other things to do on this 

Riley, so the grill project was set aside while 

the other things were attended to but eventual-

ly these other things were completed, and the 

grill still needed to be modified. So, Robin Hull 

was consulted, and he assured me that it was 

easy! I only needed a stick of silver solder and 

some Number 4 flux.  

In the first instance the blade assembly was 
removed from a grill that had been selected for 
the job. A narrow angle grinder cutting off 
blade was used to cut the grill into two pieces 
2 3/4 inches above the base of the grill on both 
sides. This point was about where the grill 
passes behind the mudguards hopefully mak-
ing the soldered joins invisible. Then  the bot-
tom part of the grill was set over the top part 
and a line was made to correspond with the 
initial cut to copy the length of the roadster grill  
The cutting blade was then used to cut along 
that line and the result was a shortened grill. 
The pieces that had been cut out were then 
used to provide a lap over the top and bottom 
parts on the inside of the grill. These were ap-
proximately the right shape, and they only 
needed a little more modification to fit snugly 
against the top and bottom parts of the grill. 
Clamps were used to hold the grill in place dur-
ing the operation. All of these parts were then 
cleaned, and the soldering flux was pasted on-
to the back of the grill parts and the parts being 
used to make the lap over the join. The result 
was not that pretty but it was hoped that the 
electro-plater would improve the appearance 
of the joins in the grill with the chrome. The 
end result was a grill 16 inches from the top of 
the crank opening to the Riley diamond circle.  

May events 

Tuesday Morning 4th: Riley Tinkerers at the 

Clubhouse, Samford. Restoration activities, 

friendship and technical advice.  Tea and cof-

fee provided. 

No Monthly Meeting of the RMCQ. 
The club president, secretary and editor 

have gone AWL to the National Rally 

Monday 10th to 16th National Rally at 

Broken Hill 

Tuesday Morning 11th, 18th and 25th:  Riley 

Tinkerers at the Clubhouse, Samford. Restora-

tion activities, friendship and technical advice.  

Tea and coffee provided. 



The result of applying heat from the LPG torch 

allowed the silver solder to flow between the 

parts as easily as Robin had told me it would. 

The small gaps between the parts of the grill 

were carefully filled with more silver solder. 

That was not easy as the tendency of the sol-

der is to flow into the sandwiched parts. After 

completing the best job that could be achieved 

by a novice the grill was sent off to the electro-

plater and after several weeks a telephone call 

was received to say that the job had been 

completed. The result was a pleasant surprise. 

It looked better than I thought it would but that 

is perhaps more a reflection on my confidence 

than the job that had been done. The grill was 

then set aside while still other jobs were com-

pleted on the RMC.  

Above: The grill shortened and electro-

plated. You can see the join but mostly it 

will be covered with the mudguard 

It is now time to assemble the grill, so the 
blade assembly was cleaned with a green 
scrubbing pad and afterwards cleaned  with 
chrome polish. The Riley Diamond badge was 
bolted onto the grill surround. The blade as-
sembly was then set against the grill to see 
where the blades needed to be cut to fit into 
the shortened grill surround. The blades were 
cut off at the bottom so that the top and middle 
bracket would continue to coincide with the 
bolt holes on the grill surround. The copper riv-

ets were easily drilled out to separate the 
blades from the bottom fixing brackets and the 
cross bar. Then, under a bright light the blades 
were examined, and  it was noticed that some 
of the blades had lost some of their chrome 
coating on the hidden side of the blade, so 
these were removed and replaced with others 
that had retained their chrome and shape and 
cut to length.  The bottoms of the two end 
blades were then drilled to fix them to the bot-
tom cross bar.  Instead of using copper rivets 
the easier option of aluminium pop rivets was 
used to fix the blades into position. Number 
five and six blades were left loose at the bot-
tom so that the grill blades and cross bar could 
be checked against the  bottom angled fixing 
brackets. The drilled holes on the left bracket  
fitted perfectly over the holes in the cross bar 
so the blade assembly was removed from the 
surround and blades were drilled through 
these holes and the assembly was pop riveted 
together. The drilled holes on the right bracket 
were a millimetre out of alignment so the 
bracket was removed, and the drillings were 
slotted to accommodate the new position of 
the bracket against the blades and the bottom 
of the grill surround.  

Above: The RMC grill with the blades fitted 
and below a closer view of the blades fitted 
to the bottom bracket 



Above: The blades for the grill assembled 

When a close fitting for the blade assembly 
against the surround was achieved and the 
bottom fixing  brackets had been riveted to-
gether, the small dome -shaped bolts that pass 
through the central horizontal  bar on the blade 
assembly were unscrewed and the bar re-
moved from the assembly and the backs of the 
blades cleaned and polished. These domed 
shaped bolts screw into flat modern looking 
clips that slide inside the blades from the bot-
tom and fasten the central part of the blades 
into position.  

When reassembling, after the blades were fit-
ted, the clips were held in position with the help 
of a narrow screwdriver and the domed bolts 
were screwed through the horizontal bar open-
ings into the clips  .The blade assembly was 
then bolted onto the grill surround at the top 
and through the bottom of the grill surround 
and then the central cross bar was fixed to the 

surround. The activity took some time to com-
plete but after a day the blades had all been 
cleaned and reassembled into the grill sur-
round and it looked smart. 

Above RMC and RMB grills  showing the 
height differences. And below: The grill and 
bonnet fitted to the RMC. The bonnet closed 
without interfering with the radiator and you 
can see that the grill fitted into its space 
quite comfortably 



Riley Values 

 Views drawn from elder enthusiasts and other Riley sources 

Contributions came from Brian Graham and John Mole (Victoria), Gordon 

McAllan and Jim Dunbar (Scotland) and Phil Soden (NSW).   

Innovation, self-reliance, teamship, camarade-

rie and loyalty were all hallmarks of Riley from 

the beginning of their vehicle production. Inno-

vation was evident in the development of vari-

ous mechanical solutions to improve the per-

formance of the engine, cooling and braking 

systems. Self- reliance is about the avoidance 

of depending on other manufacturers for parts 

and so there developed the production of parts 

in their own factory. Team-man ship was 

demonstrated in the various trial, rallies and 

races. The fact that men and women have en-

joyed remarkable success in many fields of 

speed and reliability is a testimony about the 

men and women who have supported drivers 

all over the world. Camaraderie variously ex-

pressed as the ‘clan Riley’ or ‘clubmanship’ 

where members have over the decades looked 

after each other on the road and in the provi-

sion of parts to those in need  of them. Loyalty 

in that members have kept their Rileys for 

many years or owned successive Rileys as 

they were manufactured or latterly as they 

were acquired. Doubtless readers could add 

other values to the ones mentioned but suffice 

it to say that from their earliest days the Riley 

company  has rendered a service to motoring 

that has been of world-wide value to this very 

day. 

The invention of the mechanically operated in-
let valve, with a powerful inlet valve spring was 
first employed by Percy Riley in 1898. Alt-
hough not the first to utilize this mechanical 
system, Percy was the first to employ it in auto-
motive engine design. Later this design devel-
oped into a valve overlap system  by holding 
open the exhaust valve as the inlet opened 
producing a faster and more complete fuel va-
porization as well as the release of exhaust 
gases. Another first was detachable wheels 
and that developed into a separate company  

Above: An early picture of Percy Riley 

that provided wheels to  at least 293 other mo-
tor manufacturers worldwide. Riley also devel-
oped the gearbox to attempt to driver proof 
gear changes and the ‘silent third’ was devel-
oped to make gear changing quieter as it was 
generally agreed that the gearbox was the 
cause of the greatest motoring noise that these 
early vehicles made. In 1925 the hemispherical 
combustion chamber was introduced into their 
engine design and at that time it was consid-
ered to be the most efficient combustion envi-
ronment to produce optimum power. It became 
known as the ‘PR’ head. Forty years before 
Girling developed the double leading brake 
shoe, Percy had developed the idea and em-
ployed it on bicycles. By 1937 the one and a 
half litre Riley Sprite was winning races and 
trials with a compact small-bore engine, PR 
head,  preselector gear box, twin SU  



carburettors and centrifugal clutch. During all 
of these years much effort was put into devel-
oping beautiful motor cars  with sleek lines and 
of attractive appearance. If only modern manu-
facturers took a class in body design from Ri-
ley’s engineers.  

Above: The 12 h.p. Riley Kestrel Sprite 
looking elegant as well as being a very 
competitive sports car. 

Self-reliance was a value that was strongly 
pursued by Percy Riley. In the early years the 
company relied on other companies for the 
supply of engines. This was expensive and un-
reliable as there was uncertainty about their 
consistent supply. He also wanted  independ-
ence to manufacture his own inventions. This 
was the motivator for developing his own man-
ufacture of motor cars and the creation of the 
Riley engine company in 1903. Following this 
development all the power plants in Rileys 
were manufactured in house. Suffice it to say 
that the other mechanicals as well as the de-
sign for frames and bodies were also in house. 
By 1919 Allan Riley oversaw the Midland Bod-
ies Limited and supplied the bodies for all of 
the standard Riley bodies in England. Another 
expression of self-reliance came  in the intro-

duction of the 
Riley radiator as 
well as the Riley 
diamond.    

                                                                  
Adjacent :          
A radiator       
from a             
Riley              
side valve    
sporting the         
Riley              
diamond 

 

 

 

Without doubt a large contributor to Riley rac-
ing and rally success was the team attitude 
between the Riley brothers, the broader team 
that supported their endeavours as well as the 
teams that supported drivers in individual 
events. For over 50 years the Riley team put 
their whole effort into their craft and encour-
aged each other in the development of auto-
motive innovations. The results were  success 
at Monte Carlo in 1930, the Ulster TT in 1931, 
the International Alpine Trial in 1932, World 
record speeds in 1933, the Rudge Whitworth 
cup in the le Mans 24-hour race in 1933, , the 
500-mile race at Brooklands in 1934.  They 
took the first three places  in the British Empire 
Trophy in 1935 as well as the Team Award. 
Their team-man ship is further illustrated in 
their successes in many races, trials and ral-
lies through to 1938. 

In 1925 those loyal to the Riley marque formed 
the first Riley motor club following the London  
to Edinburgh Trial  and that developed to be-
come the largest single make car club in the 
world with over 1500 members by 1956. In his 
introduction to  ‘Riley maintenance manual’ SV 
Haddelton wrote, ‘my son was coming home 
on leave in his Monaco, a distance of  280 
miles. When in the dark of early morning his 
motor hesitated and stopped.  He raised the 
bonnet and made preliminary checks  without 
success. Then another Riley driver drew up 
alongside him, made helpful suggestions and 
went back to his own car to get unused 
spares. Between them they got the Monaco 
running again but when his son offered to pay 
for the parts he was met with shocked refusal. 
The person said, ‘it was a pleasure to help and 
all I ask you is to promise that you will never 
pass another Riley in trouble on the road.’ Vic-
torian Riley Motor club member, John Mole 
writes, ‘During my ownership of the RM series 
of cars I amassed a quantity of spares when 
my friend Kerry Moore and I purchased com-
pete vehicles from wreckers or auction hous-
es. These were dismantled over time in the 
1960’s and 70’s and parts were used to keep 
our main cars on the road. Unused parts were 
stored under our house and in a large shed at 
Kerry’s, and a quantity of those parts are still 
there as I write’. This willingness to give, lend 
or provide parts at nominal cost have become 
hallmarks of Riley Motor clubs worldwide.  
 
In fact, this spirit of giving, lending or selling 
second had parts at nominal cost has been a 
unifying factor in many clubs. In many places  



Riley clubs have been described as the most 
affordable club in the region.  

Many years ago, when posted to an Army Unit 
in Moorbank my RMB had heart troubles and 
the engine was removed from the car. At the 
time I was living in a house on a busy street 
with a single car  garage. To work on the en-
gine, the Riley was pushed out of the garage to 
make room to work on the engine. Frustratingly 
a passer-by decided to souvenir the propeller 
shaft, I called the NSW spare parts officer and 
he gave me a spare shaft. Of course, I paid for 
the uni joints. But that event was a strong 
teaching about one of the Riley value of help-
ing other Riley enthusiasts keep their cars on 
the road and it began a lifelong friendship. 
 
John Mole writes that during his 59-year mem-
bership of the club he and his wife, June have 
made many friends and have enjoyed some 
outstanding occasions. ‘The camaraderie and 
friendship have been overwhelming, and, with-
out exception, we have felt included and been 
helped by those with ability and technical or 
‘other’ advice. The breakdowns encountered 
privately or during club events  in our various 
Rileys have always elicited assistance from 
other members with parts needed, ‘hands on’ 
repairs, or transportation by trailer or by tow-
ing. Mind you, breakdowns were never all that 
serious, and often there were far too many 
helpers and advisors. This ensured that repairs 
took longer to be effected, as everyone got in 
each other’s way and gave conflicting advice 
or stood in the way chatting, but it was all good 
fun and part of belonging to the Clan Riley’. 

Above: A Riley enthusiast lending a coil to 
Edward during a national rally. The coil was 
fitted in a motel car park. 
 

Somehow it is an accepted Riley practice, that 
when someone” fails to proceed” during an 
event that other Riley people provide a helping 
hand. The more complex part of this support is 
when members loan parts or take them from a 
project so drivers can get home interstate, or 
they make facilities and skilled labour available 
so a rally or journey can be completed. There 
are too many examples to list here with torsion 
bars being loaned to get interstate people 
home, head gaskets replaced on roadside or in 
motel car parks, timing gears being replaced, 
and wheels being loaned after many punc-
tures’. Gordon McAllan writes that the term, 
"Clan Riley", was coined no later than the thir-
ties (maybe earlier) and summed up the gen-
eral goodwill and helpfulness exhibited without 
fuss by Riley owners, who would never drive 
past a fellow Riley owner in need of a hand. 

Above: Phil Soden’s RMC having a crank 
replaced after many years of traveling 
around Australia. 

On this subject Phil Soden has written about 
his own personal experience, ‘Way back in 
1975’ he writes, ‘we went to a Riley rally at 
Parkes in NSW. I had been driving my Riley for 
ten years and being a foolish youth still, be-
lieved it capable of the trip and more. 

The rally was great, and as Riley had been 
trouble free (nearly) we decided to go to far-
away places rather than home. We drove to 
Broken Hill (never been there before) where 
the long road in was a chicane of long dead 
fauna, a challenge on a hot day in an open car.  



Broken Hill is fascinating; the Riley liked it so 
much it decided to stay by refusing to start. 
Back in the days before internet we carried a 
list of Riley people in other States. I phoned 
Adelaide, the nearest civilization, to ask ad-
vice. A complete stranger, Patricia Moores, an-
swered the phone. I said I had a dead Riley 
and asked if there was anyone in Broken Hill 
who knew anything about them. (Many of you 
know Pat and remember Horrie Moores from 
Adelaide, and in fact Pat appeared at the 2019 
S.A. rally) Pat said people ‘up there’ probably 
had more sense and promptly asked us to 
come visit. We did.  

The Riley was started on the crank handle af-
ter a cup of ether was tipped into the carbure-
tors and we did not turn the engine off until we 
arrived in Adelaide. And that is when we first 
met Pat and Horrie. They had driven out to the 
Semaphore camping park where we were 
staying (in the rain) and Horrie promptly hand-
ed over a replacement Riley starter from his 
boot. “Here, use this, and when you get home, 
post it back.” So, we did. Not only did this fix 
the starting problems, but they also introduced 
us to likeminded Rileyites in Adelaide and 
even put us up in their home. 

It wasn’t until years later I found out Horrie had 
gone out and taken his own starter off his 
toonarf for our use! This is the spirit of our 
club; this understated ability to help others with 
our particular car problems. We had a fascinat-
ing trip home, across Victoria. The Riley 
caught fire at Rutherglen. And I am still with 
the same Riley 45 years later. 

 

Above: Queenslanders; Brian and Lyn 

Jackson and Yvonne May  on their way to a 

national rally enjoying fellowship in a motel 

room 

About camaraderie, Brian Graham writes, 

‘Whilst keeping cars going, talking about them 

and kicking tyres there is also the business 

and social aspect of Riley activities. Firstly, our 

regular monthly meetings where we can get 

together and enjoy a chat. Sadly, missed with 

Covid lockdown in Victoria. But adversity often 

brings out the best in us. Zoom meetings 

joined by a wider audience with country, inter-

state and overseas members and friends being 

able to participate. Not as good as face to face 

but the Club has continued to operate from 

member’s garages, gardens and member’s 

presentations of journeys and adventures. 

Secondly the social activities, monthly club 

runs, National Rallies, weekends away, adven-

ture runs and the chance to participate in over-

seas events. The one common theme in all of 

these is the daily schedule drive, morning tea, 

drive, lunch, drive, book into motel, drinks and 

relax, dinner. On the way we stop at interesting 

places found by local members and often un-

known and unavailable to the general public.  

Above: Another group from NSW and 

Queensland having a chance meeting on 

their way to another national rally 

 

Brian and Sue Graham have been fortunate to 
attend Riley events all over Australia, New 
Zealand, South Africa, UK and Europe as have 
many other Riley people who have been wel-
comed and established long term friendships. 



What does this tell us about Riley values and 

culture? It is a diverse group of people from all 

walks of life, introverted, extroverted and all in 

between, with different skill sets, willing to help 

each other, happy to enjoy driving Rileys, fac-

ing the trials and tribulations that go with this 

on short and long journeys rewarded by the 

social interaction with some wonderful people. 

The thing that binds Riley enthusiasts together 

is the Blue Diamond Riley Badge. 

Above: Riley club members enjoying a BBQ 

and conversation about Riley matters 

 
Customer loyalty is illustrated by the many Ri-

ley owners who have purchased successive 

Rileys between the wars. That tradition has 

continued to this day. John Mole has written, ‘I 

joined the Riley Motor Club of Victoria in 1962. 

We have owned about 30 post-war Rileys in-

cluding many 2 1/2’s and 1 1/2’s, an RME, 

three Dropheads and a Roadster, a couple of 

Pathfinders and an Elf, but only four pre-war 

cars. The only Riley we own now is a 1936 - 6 

light Kestrel 12/4 purchased in 1977. It’s on the 

road and has been for the whole time of our 

ownership. It is still a ‘work in progress’ and 

may never be completed in my lifetime due to 

procrastination, but as long as I can drive it, I 

am happy. 

In the late 1980s, the RM Club was alone in 

having any presence in Scotland. There were 

two enthusiasts, one in Aberdeen and the oth-

er in Glasgow and  Jim Dunbar lived halfway 

between them. As an RM owner and club 

member, he  volunteered to start a meeting in 

Dundee. He  contacted as many Riley folk as 

he knew in the area and very quickly an enthu-

siastic group gathered every month. There was 

a mixture of Riley models and members of the 

RR and RMC. 

It soon became clear that some sort of com-

munication was needed to keep everyone in-

formed of dates, meeting points for runs and 

such issues. Jim started a monthly page which 

soon developed into a basic newsletter. News 

of this reached the other two meetings and 

they asked to be included in the mailing, and 

this small initiative continues to this day, and 

has expanded into an eight-page publication 

by our hardworking editor Gordon McAllan. He 

has developed and built the NL over his long 

years’ service to the Scottish Riley Enthusiast 

magazine, and it is now emailed round the 

world.  

Along those lines, the fact that so many clubs 
share their magazines with other clubs in 
country and elsewhere in the world has 
brought the Riley clan closer together. We now 
know what is happening amongst enthusiasts 
in Europe and New Zealand. We hear about 
the effects of COVID 19 on rallys and Riley 
gatherings. In some way it has been a unifying 
factor during difficult and not so difficult times.  

 



Above: Magazines from Australia, Scotland, 

Holland and England 

Around this time, there was a debate between 

the three Great Britain National Clubs for some 

form of amalgamation. This idea appealed to a 

number of Riley enthusiasts in Scotland, for 

one simple reason that members of the three 

clubs were scattered around the country. We 

looked at the Ulster Club model, which was 

established for this very reason, and soon set 

about forming an umbrella organisation of the 

big three and the Scottish Riley Enthusiasts 

(SRE) Club was born. 

One of the first events we organised is what is 

now called our Scottish National Riley Week-

end which is in its thirty second year. A key 

feature was that the event moved venue every 

year to different parts of the country. This gave 

members local to the venue an opportunity to 

contribute to the planning, marshalling and 

running the event.  

Above: A ‘world advertisement’ emailed to 

Riley clubs world wide 

This involvement added to the feeling of be-

longing to something worthwhile, and of course 

introduced members old and new to each oth-

er. Many of these friendships continue to this 

day and keeps the Riley enthusiasm alive. 

The SRE continues to evolve, and a recent de-

velopment is that the management of our 

SNRW will be taken on by the SRE committee 

in future. The reason is that our flagship event 

has grown out of all proportion because it is so 

popular. Local areas and their members are 

finding the responsibility of sixty plus Rileys, 

around a hundred and thirty folks for a gala 

dinner, just too much. The committee is resili-

ent and keen to see these events continue. We 

pride ourselves in offering a warm welcome to 

our SNRW, fabulous scenery with ideal coun-

try roads, and the friendship of a group of peo-

ple that love all things, Riley. 

Above:  The first Riley Motor Car built in 

1898 

The name Riley is synonymous with all that is 

best in innovation, quality, sporting success 

and customer loyalty simply through their sat-

isfaction with the Riley product. The camara-

derie, friendship and support experienced has 

been a significant factor in attracting and re-

taining members world-wide. Gordon McAllan 

has the last word, ‘We should really commis-

sion a Riley tartan .You Southern chaps 

(Australians) should have fine suntanned 

knees! 



FOR SALE 
 
1949 Riley RMC Roadster currently regis-
tered and on club plates. Complete and in 
original unmodified condition. Sitting for ten 
years and needs some tidying up but is driv-
able as is. Excellent, tight body with good 
paintwork, good smooth suspension, good 
hood, sidescreens and trim (vinyl). Asking 
for offers above $36,000. Please contact 
Brian Jackson 0417 625099 who can pro-
vide details and arrange inspection. 

Wanted and For Sale 

Source documents for  the article on Riley Values 

1. Riley maintenance Manuel 1930 to 1956 by S.V. Haddelton (Follis and Co  London) 1956 p.  

12 

2. Riley Gold portfolio 1924 to 1939 compiled by R.M. Clark (Brooklands books England) 

p.123 

3. As Old as the Industry 1898 to 1969 by David Styles (Dalton and Watson) 1982 p 8 

Thank you to those who offered opinions and stories to make this article possible. 


